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NEWS LETTER NO 35

Update  13/6/2014  Bruck near Zell See
              Zell a See is a big ski resort, but also a very busy summer 
vacation area. The lake Zell see is about 12 miles round with the main 
town half way along one side. It has 2 very upmarket hotels on the lake 
side, and both these were full of wealthy middle eastern families.
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Like of the day
        Driving thro Austria on a red hot sunny day with snow capped 
mountains on either side

Dislike of the day
          3 hours continuous thunder and lightning then 2 hours 
torrential rain

True Fact
         2 ice creams in Austria are cheaper than 2 wee's in Italy.
         2 ice creams in St Gilgen                 2.20 euro
         2 wee's in Venice or Viareggio           3.00 euro

Camper Bit
         Well most of the repairs have been done by the on board 
maintenance dept. All except the shower light, (I need my pop rivet 
gun) but the blue tac is working well. The other thing is the water 
heater element which I need to order when we get back, but it has 
another electrical element and a gas burner, so no prob.
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Note from Wendy.
       We have been away for 11 weeks now, We met Lynda and Buzz for 3 
great days in Venice, and have now been “on our own” for a further month. I 
can honestly say I have not had a conversation with any other person than 
Chris in this time. I'm good at saying “hello” in quite a few languages and 
smile at sunshine and make a sad face for rain, but tonight I realise I'm 
laughing and chatting to a person I will never be bored with, even though I 
have to answer “YES CHEF” now he has learned to stir a frying pan outside.

Wendy's Images

A view of Zell See  and Goatsbeard Spiraea.
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